Commercial Swimming Pool Permit

"Swimming pool (commercial)" means any portable or permanent structure containing a body of water twenty-four inches or more in depth and containing one hundred fifty cubic feet (one thousand one hundred twenty-two gallons) or more of water and intended for recreational purposes and open to the public upon payment of a fee.

Two (2) complete hardcopy plan sets will be required containing the following information:

Architectural / Structural:
1) Building Permit Application available at the One-Stop Shop or at the City website at: www.elpasotexas.gov.
2) For projects over $50,000, the EAB number from a registered Texas Accessibility Specialist
3) All structural drawings for pool and deck

Zoning:
1) Site plan drawn to scale
2) Property address
3) Legal description
4) Location of swimming pool on property and distances to adjacent structures and property lines

Electrical:
1) Riser diagram showing size of conduit and wire.
2) Show location of service & load calculations to include all short circuit / fault current calculations
3) Panel schedules & descriptions of circuits with connected loads, panel ratings & feeder sizes
4) Power plan
5) Lighting plan

Plumbing:
1) Plumbing systems, drains, valves, piping, etc.

For help in obtaining information or to contact the Building Permit Division, please call (915) 212-0085 or visit our website at: http://www.elpasotexas.gov/planning-and-inspections